
2021 Lingnan University Creative Writing Contest  

The awards ceremony was held on Wednesday June 16th by Zoom. 

AWARD LIST 

1) Prose

First place: 

“Nano Memory” 
TAN Kai Teck, Desmond 

Commendations: 

“Mummy Diaries” 
MIZINGA Chinyama 

“How to Live Life to the Fullest” 
CHIU Ying Ying, Kimberly 

“Shouldering Responsibilities” 
SAW Pyae Sone Aung, Fish 



“Revenge Is a Dish Best Served Cold” 
GURUNG Stephanie Villaeba  

Comments for the winners from prose judge Xu Xi: 

“Nano Memory” — A well-realized and chilling futuristic story that feels close to where we are 
now. The world depicted is well done and we’re immediately plunged into the consciousness of 
this alternate reality. A story that is both dramatic and provocative. 

“Mummy Diaries” – When ambition collides with emotion, what do we choose? This ambitious 
piece chronicles, in diary form, what a young Nigerian mother confronts when she’s given the 
opportunity of a lifetime to study in Hong Kong. Vivid and compelling. 

“How to Live Life to the Fullest” – Delicious irony and oh so very true to desire vs. commitment 
for the would-be writer. Smart. 

”Shouldering Responsibilities” – How do we live up to the best we can be? A clear-eyed, 
unsentimental portrait of the meaning of family. 

”Revenge Is a Dish Best Served Cold” – A gothic fairy tale that is graphic and intriguing, and a 
good re-imagining of the mythical manananggal. 

2) Poetry

First Place: 

“A shot, in the dark” 
Nigel Nayt Linn AUNG

Commendations: 

“Living in Color” 
Caila Nicole Padilla ESPIRITU 

“A girl heading for war” 
LI Hao, Benyo 

“Sweaty Grey Skies and The Battering Heat” 
Kamal Preet KAUR 

“School Reunion” 
Yun SONG 



 

 

Comments for poetry winners from judge Natalie Linh Bolderston: 
 
‘A shot, in the dark’ is a poem that unpacks its painful subject matter carefully, giving each 
phrase its due weight. The fragmented syntax creates an abundance of pauses in the piece, 
forcing the reader to stop and consider every component of the scene — the bicycle, the dark sea, 
the 'out, croppings, of bone'. The images are meticulously chosen and deftly communicate the 
undercurrent of danger. This sense of volatility builds with each new direction the poem takes, 
culminating in the harrowing final lines. 
 
'Living in Color' offers a series of vibrant and often textural transformations of the everyday; I 
particularly like 'green air filling up my lungs' and 'my world went mute like a film still.' I enjoy 
how colours and images such as this are allowed to speak for themselves; the emotions attached 
to them are often hinted at rather than overtly expressed, creating a layer of intrigue. Reading this 
poem as a whole is a highly vivid and immersive experience. 
 
I enjoy the sweeping, epic tone of 'A girl heading for war'. The weight and texture of the images 
are well suited to the narrative; I especially like 'cold light of iron coat' and 'taking the shadow in 
her bag'. I also like the touches of enigma and mysticism — evoked partly through the reference 
to the 'whippoorwill' myth — and the sense of unresolved suspense that pulses throughout. 
 
'Sweaty Grey Skies and The Battering Heat' is a poem driven by its harrowingly powerful 
imagery. Painful realities are effectively evoked in lines such as 'As our knights put us to tearful 
sleep' and 'Roads squint, poles roll their eyes at rubbish bins'. The speaker's eye zooms in and out 
throughout, making the depicted scenes feel both concentrated and panoramic. 
 
'School Reunion' expertly conveys an undercurrent of pathos and dissatisfaction that unfurls as 
the poem progresses. I especially like the specific evocations of corporate toxicity, evident in 
lines such as 'who can now kick an intern out like a moss' and 'a lifelong mortgage and the boss’s 
crown'. Such images encourage us to ruminate on the nature of disconnection, missed 
possibilities and wanting. 
 
 
 


